
Pockets:   

Interior: 1 @ 8” W  x 4” H x 1” D  
      -top area: clear vinyl, padded 

   1 @ 8” W x 9” H x 3+” D 
     -main area:  padded, includes 2 

       padded, movable dividers  

Exterior: 1 @ 3” W  x 2” flat business card 
   1 @ 3” W x 5” H flat   

   “labeling” 
   1 @ 10” W x 7.5” H “double”*  

    display  
- * “double” pocket features a 2-layer pocket  

 system with one “hidden” pocket behind a 

 display pocket. 
 

Sling Kit opened layout 

Sling Kit is the ingenious compact kit that is perfect for field first aid.  Engineered for hands-free use and convenient 

access, insulated Sling Kit takes medical supplies, including expensive injectables, to the field, truck, base, tent or ring.  
Sling Kit eliminates fumbling, spillage and contamination of valuable medications.  Elastic loops on the fold-down side 

snug tubes, bottles, scissors and syringes.  Deep, easily adjusted compartments keep bottles, jars and bandaging sup-
plies upright.  A rimmed, clear vinyl top compartment secures tiny items while still leaving them visible.  A newly incorpo-

rated approved sharps container allows proper, quick, one-handed disposal of spent sharps.  The Sling Kit is extremely 

light-weight with an adjustable should strap that allows bandolier-style carrying and use of the kit. A proprietary “double” 
pockets on the exterior keeps private papers private. 

Sling Kit specs: 
 

Exterior/ Interior Material:   
1680 denier “super-ballistic” nylon (military)  
 

Empty Wt:   2.5  lbs  
 

Size:  Closed: 11” L x 12” W x 5” D 

Sling Kit features: 
“Super-Ballistic” 1680D nylon throughout. 
 These materials repel debris and 
 dust.  Easy to clean. 

 Padded throughout with closed-cell 

 foam.  Add “blue ice” to keep 
 interior temperature cool.  

 3 ft adjustable shoulder strap.   

 Shoulder strap can be configured 
 “bandolier” style or in “fanny-
 pack” style. 

 1 exterior “double” pocket for safe 

 storage of private papers 

 10 pairs of elastic loops on a “drop-

 down” panel for securing  
 syringes, tubes and other difficult 
 items. 

 2 padded, movable dividers that 

 can create a snug fit to secure 
 breakables. 

 Top compartment with clear vinyl 

 top and a “pin cushion” bottom. 

 Includes 1 approved, integrated 

 Sharps container with one-hand 
 operation. 

Diagram not to scale 

Sling Kit back 

included:  
approved Sharps 
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